The smartest, most powerful robot vacuum yet—Wi-Fi enabled.

KNOWS

Cleaning on the go.

2:20 PM

Mobile LTE

100%

Jeeves
ROBOT SETTINGS

Edit robot name
ROBOT SCHEDULE

Add cleaning days
Start time 8:00 AM

Sat

Start time 10:15 AM

Mon, Wed, Fri

Enable schedule
ROBOT INFO

S/N

KSH15715-544A16972D83

LaserSmart technology.

D-Shape with CornerClever technology.

Uses laser technology and real-time object
detection to continuously scan and map
each room, identifying furniture, doorways,
and stairs. It then methodically cleans,
moving from room to room in the most
efficient way—instead of just bumping
around.

Neato’s D-shape allows for a front-brush
design with a 50% larger brush (compared to
many round robots) that gets closer to the
walls and into corners—and makes room for
Neato’s extra-large dirt bin.

SpinFlow Power Clean system.
Clean anytime, anywhere
with the Neato app—
start, stop, pause,
schedule, and
receive notifications
wherever you are.
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Versatile brush system, extra large dirt bin,
and ultra performance filter captures up
to twice the particles as competitors.
Easy to pop out and clean filter—new filter
screen keeps dirt where it belongs.

Cleans on a schedule.
Easily schedule the robot to clean every
day—or on a schedule that works for you.
High capacity Li-Ion battery.
Delivers more charge cycles and longer
cleaning runs.
Auto Charge & Resume.

ULTRA PERFORMANCE FILTER

Cleans more floor than other robots. If it
needs more power, it automatically returns
to the charge base, charges up, then goes
back to finish the job.

Eco & Turbo modes.

Remote Control from the Neato app.

Eco mode offers a longer, quieter
energy-saving clean. Turbo provides a
super-powered cleaning—with maximum
pickup.

Direct the robot’s vacuuming path right
from the Neato app to clean wherever
you choose.
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Clean your floors anytime, anywhere from your smartphone.
Industry experts like CNET
agree. Neato is best at picking
up pet hair.

Specifications

Other Robots

Neato Robots

Other robots randomly bounce
around the room.

Neato scans and systematically
cleans.

D-shape cleans closer to walls and into corners.

Robot Dimensions:
33.5 cm w x 32.1 cm l x 10 cm h
13.2” w x 12.7” l x 3.9” h
Package Dimensions:
39.8 cm w x 56.3 cm l x 13.9 cm h
15.7” w x 22.2” l x 5.5” h
Package Weight: 7 kg. / 9 lbs.

Neato Robot Vacuum

Other Robot Vacuum

10.9 inches / 27.6cm

6.4 inches / 16.3cm

Package Contents
Wi-Fi Enabled Robot Vacuum
Integrated Charge Base & Power Cord
High Capacity Li-Ion Battery
Spiral Blade Brush (Best all-around brush)
Combo Brush (Best for hair on carpeted floors)
Side Brush
Ultra Performance Filter
Boundary Markers
Brush & Filter Cleaning Tool
Quick Start Guide
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Neato cleans within 14mm of walls
and corners.

Round robots are 98mm away from
the walls—and even further from corners.

Neato’s D-shape allows for a frontbrush design with a 50% bigger brush
than the competition. Gets closer to
walls and into corners—and makes
room for Neato’s extra-large dirt bin.

Round vacs have their brushes in the
middle, between the wheels. Not much
room for a decent size brush. And the dirt
bin? It’s small, too.
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